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Two Types of Division
Nearly everyone comes out of elementary school accustomed to thinking of division
as sharing: I have some number of candies, for example, that I am sharing among
five friends, so division tells me how much each gets. What we have been doing for the last few days is
looking at an equally important but less well-known type of division: the problem of measuring some
amount into same-sized pieces. An example of this would be trying to split up my candies into groups of
five: I divide the number of candies by the size of a group to get the number of groups formed.

This type of division makes it easier to work with fractions. For example, if I told you that I buy 40 cups of
flour and then use 2/3 of a cup every day, you could identify 40 as the total amount, 2/3 as the size of a
group, and recognize that 40/(2/3) = 60 is the number of days of flour I have. You could even say to
yourself, "2/3 of a cup is two cups divided into three parts. So, every three days, I use up two cups. There
are 20 groups of 2 cups in 40 cups, so I will have 20 groups of 3 days, or 60 days."

Identifying what is referring to the total amount, the number of groups, and the size of a group will also help
you make sense of division problems that don't come out evenly. If I split 34 candies into groups of 6 to get
5.66 groups, this means that I will form 5 full groups of 6 (30 candies) and have .66 of a group (.66×6 = 4)
left over.

. 1 There are 1429 people trying to get on a train. Each car of the train can hold 72 people.

a) How many cars will be needed?

b) Assuming that every other car is filled, how many people will there be in the last car?

. 2 Suppose that I put $50 a Charlie Card to travel around on the MBTA. Each day I use up $1.70 riding
to work and $1.70 riding back.

a) How many workdays will my $50 last?

b) How much more should I add in small change so that I will run out of money exactly on my way
home one day, rather than having money left?



. 3 In an experiment on drinking habits, a flow monitor attached to a person's straw determines that they
drank a 12 oz can of soda in 43 sips, with the last sip taking only half as much liquid as the previous
ones. How much soda did the person get per sip?

. 4 It takes 12 minutes to bake a pizza, and 15 minutes to preheat the oven. If I want to start eating at
6:30, and I'm going to make 4 pizzas, when should I start the oven heating?

. 5 I usually put about 23 pieces of pepperoni on a pizza. 

a) If a fresh bag of pepperoni contains 300 pieces, how many full pizzas will that make?

b) At a rate of 4 pizzas per week, how long will it be until I need to buy more pepperoni?

c) How much pepperoni will I have left after the week in which I opened the second bag?

. 6 I can type roughly 35 words per minute. How long (in minutes and seconds) will it take for me to type
a 2500 word English paper?


